Abstract
Protein synthesis in eukaryotes is controlled by signals and stresses via a common pathway, called the integrated stress response (ISR). Phosphorylation of the translation initiation factor eIF2 alpha at a conserved serine residue mediates translational control at the ISR core. To provide insight into the mechanism of translational control we have determined the structures of eIF2 both in phosphorylated and unphosphorylated forms bound with its nucleotide exchange factor eIF2B by cryo-electron microscopy. The structures reveal that eIF2 undergoes large rearrangements to promote binding of eIF2 to the regulatory core of eIF2B comprised of the eIF2B alpha, beta and delta subunits. Only minor differences are observed between eIF2 and eIF2P binding to eIF2B suggesting that the higher affinity of eIF2P for eIF2B drives translational control. We present a model for controlled nucleotide exchange and initiator tRNA binding to the eIF2/eIF2B complex.
Introduction.
Eukaryotic protein synthesis typically begins with a specialised initiator methionyl tRNA (Met-tRNAi) that is delivered to ribosomes by the translation factor eIF2 as part of a larger pre-initiation complex (PIC) with multiple other translation initiation factors 1 . Within the PIC eIF2 also helps ensure that start codons are accurately recognised. The affinity of Met-tRNAi for eIF2 is controlled by guanine nucleotides. They interact with high affinity only when eIF2 is bound to GTP 2, 3 . GTP hydrolysis is triggered by the GTPase activating protein eIF5 and Pi release is prompted by AUG codon recognition within the PIC, forming an eIF2-GDP complex with low affinity for Met-tRNAi. Hence eIF2-GDP leaves the ribosome together with eIF5 4, 5 and here eIF5 inhibits spontaneous GDP release 6 . Only by re-engaging with GTP can eIF2 participate in further rounds of Met-tRNAi binding and protein synthesis initiation 1 .
This requires the action of eIF2B. eIF2B first removes eIF5 7 then acts as a guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) to activate eIF2 and facilitate Met-tRNAi interaction and rebinding of eIF5 3 . This last step prevents eIF2B competing and destabilizing eIF2-GTP/Met-tRNAi ternary complexes (TC) 3, 8 . Thus eIF2 activation is critically important for translation initiation.
eIF2 activation is highly regulated. In response to a wide range of signals multiple protein kinases phosphorylate a single serine, historically known as Ser51, within the eIF2
subunit. This inhibits the GEF activity of eIF2B forming a tight eIF2P/eIF2B inhibitory complex 3, 9, 10 . As eIF2B levels are lower than eIF2 in cells, partial phosphorylation is sufficient to attenuate protein synthesis initiation 1 . A range of stress responsive mRNAs are resistant to, or stimulated by, reduced TC levels 11, 12 . The response is generally termed the integrated stress response (ISR) 13, 14 . It is now clear that aberrant ISR responses are intimately linked to a wide range of human diseases 15 and are a potential therapeutic target 14 .
Structural biology approaches have recently made important contributions to our understanding of many steps of protein synthesis initiation including how TC interacts with other factors and the small ribosomal subunit 16 . Structural studies of eIF2B have shown that it is a decamer or a dimer of pentamers [17] [18] [19] . eIF2B comprises a central hexameric core comprising an eIF2B homodimer and ()2 heterotetramer linked to a pair of  heterodimeric 'arms'. Prior genetic and biochemical evidence implicates the central core as critically important 'regulatory sub-complex' (RSC) for sensing eIF2 Ser51 phosphorylation by direct eIF2 binding 10, 20 . In contrast the eIF2B GEF domain is found at the eIF2B carboxyl terminus 21, 22 . This domain is sufficient for minimal GEF action in vitro 21, 22 and its activity is stimulated by interactions with the other eIF2B subunits, principally eIF2B for the yeast factor, although human eIF2B may require all subunits for full activity 7, 18, 20, 23 .
Although structures of eIF2 and eIF2B have been determined 17, 24 , the structural basis of GEF action and how it is controlled by eIF2 phosphorylation remain unclear. Here we have used single-particle cryo-electron microscopy (cryoEM) to resolve the structures of eIF2P/eIF2B and eIF2/eIF2B complexes from Saccharomyces cerevisiae to an average resolution of 3.9 Å and 4.6 Å respectively. We show that the eIF2B decamer binds to two molecules of eIF2P simultaneously, one at each side. eIF2 undergoes extensive conformational change from its TC form to dock with eIF2B, which exhibits only minor changes in structure compared with free eIF2B. The phosphorylated eIF2 subunit makes extensive contact with a regulatory interface dominated by eIF2B and , that agrees with prior genetic and biochemical observations. Our structural analysis provides a molecular explanation for how these two factors interact and how eIF2 phosphorylation locally modifies the eIF2 regulatory loop that contributes to minor differences between eIF2 and eIF2P binding to eIF2B. We provide a model for how changes in eIF2 and eIF2B interactions may promote both GEF action and facilitate coupled recruitment of initiator tRNA to eIF2-GTP.
Finally, a combination of structural similarities and differences between eIF2's interactions with eIF2B and the double-stranded RNA activated protein kinase (PKR) are observed.
These findings help explain why the Vaccinia protein K3L, a structural mimic of eIF2, acts as a pseudo-substrate inhibitor of PKR without also inhibiting eIF2B. This work provides molecular insight into a cellular regulatory mechanism that is central to the ISR.
Results and Discussion
Structure determination of a complex between eIF2B and phosphorylated eIF2.
We made use of our previously described expression and purification schemes that use yeast cells to separately purify active S. cerevisiae eIF2B and eIF2 protein complexes free from each other ( Supplementary Fig. 1a ) 3, 25 . The yeast strains used are deleted for the sole eIF2 kinase Gcn2, hence eIF2 is purified uniformly dephosphorylated at the ISR regulatory site. As phosphorylated eIF2 has ten-fold higher affinity for eIF2B than unphosphorylated eIF2 (Kd, 3.5 nM vs 32.2 nM) 3 , we first focused on this complex. Purified PKR kinase was used to stoichiometrically phosphorylate eIF2 in vitro ( Supplementary Fig. 1b ).
eIF2P/eIF2B complexes were generated by mixing the purified proteins and fractionating them by size exclusion chromatography. The resulting complex size (~1 MDa) was indicative of a 2:1 eIF2/eIF2B complex ( Supplementary Fig. 1c ).
Protein samples were vitrified on grids and images recorded by cryoEM (Supplementary Table 1 ). Our initial attempts at three-dimensional (3D) classification and reconstruction revealed an orientation bias in the sample that precluded generation of a 3D model. To solve this issue we changed grid type and collected images using a 35° tilted stage. When combined, our data successfully resulted in the range of images required for 3D reconstruction (Supplementary Fig. 2a ). The central core of the structure exhibited clear two-fold rotational symmetry in 2D projection classes ( Supplementary Fig. 2b ). An initial 3D map had defined density at the centre, but was more diffuse laterally ( Supplementary Fig.   2c ). We therefore refined the core of the structure applying a mask to exclude the variable peripheral features and generated a 3.9 Å map, into which a homology model of the S.
cerevisiae eIF2B decamer based on the S. pombe crystal structure (PDB ID 5B04) could be docked (Supplementary Fig. 2d and e) 17 . Extensive local adjustments were made to the model, guided by the density. Example density fitting is shown in Supplementary Fig. 2f .
The amino-terminal domains 1 and 2 (NTD) of S. cerevisiae eIF2 26 fitted within the remaining density, with local refinements (Supplementary Table 2 ). S. cerevisiae eIF2 and the eIF2 carboxy terminal domain could be docked as rigid bodies, at lower resolution, into the diffuse density at the sides of the high resolution centre 24 .
The final model shows two eIF2 complexes with a minimal eIF2 NTD helix, each bound at one side of a central eIF2B decamer (Fig. 1, Supplementary Table 3 ). The resolution varies from 3.5 Å at the core to 18 Å at the periphery ( Supplementary Fig. 2g ).
Each eIF2P NTD makes extensive contact with the hexameric regulatory core of eIF2B comprised of an eIF2B dimer and eIF2B heterodimers. Each eIF2P is inserted between one eIF2B and 2B and also makes contact with the adjacent eIF2B to anchor eIF2P to eIF2B ( Fig. 1) . In contrast, each eIF2 makes looser or transient contact with one adjacent lateral eIF2B arm (see below). eIF2 is the GDP/GTP binding subunit and is orientated so that the nucleotide-binding surface faces inwards towards eIF2B. This mode of binding is consistent with prior genetics and biochemistry 10, 20, 27, 28 , including recent cross-linking experiments 17 , but is distinct from recently published models predicting how eIF2 and eIF2B may interact 17, 29, 30 .
Conformational changes in eIF2P and in eIF2B on binding
The observed conformation of eIF2 in the eIF2P/eIF2B complex is markedly different from prior structures of the Met-tRNAi bound TC complex found within the yeast PIC 24 (Fig. 2a ).
To adopt this position an 'elbow-like' rotation between eIF2 domains 2 and 3 must occur between these distinct ligand-bound states. Such large-scale movement is consistent with Fig. 3a ). This helix forms a stable structure that places the main chain in a position so that residues here interact directly with eIF2B ( Fig. 3 ; see later discussion).
Unlike the tight-binding of eIF2P to the regulatory eIF2B core, eIF2 interacts more transiently with an eIF2B arm. It is observed in multiple positions due to eIF2 flexibility.
This flexibility is captured in a series of lower-resolution maps that each trap distinct conformations of eIF2P ( Fig. 2b-g ) that are all different to the eIF2 conformation in the TC (Fig. 2h ) 24 . These maps were produced using a localized reconstruction script (see Fig. 3b ). These observations are entirely consistent with the idea that tight-binding to eIF2P limits both release of eIF2 from eIF2B and productive interaction of the eIF2B GEF domain to limit/ impair overall GEF activity 22 . The stable eIF2
interactions and weaker variable eIF2 binding likely contribute significantly to the mechanism of translational control.
In contrast to the large domain rearrangements observed in eIF2, the eIF2B decamer appears to have relatively modest changes when our structure is compared with previous eIF2B decamer structures. The subunits in our structure are highly similar to both the S. pombe crystal structure 17 and human eIF2B cryoEM structures where the compound ISRIB is bound to the eIF2B core 18, 19 . When superposed, each subunit differs by less than RMSD 1.7 Å, except for the eIF2B subunits (2.5-2.7 Å) where resolution is poorer (Supplementary Table 5 ). Comparing the structures globally, we observe that small changes to the core subunit orientations appear to propagate through to the catalytic arms that may be attributable to eIF2P binding. When our eIF2-bound structure was compared to the unbound S. pombe decamer each eIF2B arm appears to open up by up to 7° along the front axis and additionally rotate by 7° along the view from one arm ( Supplementary Fig. 3c ).
These observations suggest that structural rearrangements upon eIF2 binding at the regulatory core may be transmitted through the whole eIF2B decamer to potentially influence GEF activity. However, at this time we cannot rule out the possibility that the eIF2B changes are attributable to species variation or cryoEM versus crystallographic method constraints.
The eIF2P/eIF2B phospho-regulatory core interface
The regulatory phosphoserine (serine 52 in S. cerevisiae and H. sapiens eIF2) sits in a conserved loop within domain 1 (residues 48-57) that contributes to the interface with eIF2B
and is well resolved. Ser52 itself does not contribute directly to the interface with eIF2B and the phosphate remains surface exposed. The positively charged side chains R54 and R64
are angled towards Ser52(P) and likely help stabilise this conformation of this important loop of eIF2. All eIF2 residues in contact with the eIF2B core are conserved between the yeast and human proteins. The eIF2 loop containing Ser52(P) makes contact with three eIF2B subunits: eIF2B, eIF2B and a minor eIF2B contact (Fig. 3b, Supplementary Fig. 4c ). Supplementary Fig. 4 ), such that each interaction is likely mutually exclusive (see below).
Gcn -missense mutants were also previously identified within the yeast eIF2B, 
and  subunits 27,38 . Many affect residues located at the interfaces between eIF2B subunits themselves, as indicated previously 17 . However, in eIF2B both T41 and E44 approach eIF2 Y82 within the important KGYID element and mutation of any one residue confers a Gcn -phenotype consistent with the importance of this contact site for phospho-regulation of eIF2B activity ( Supplementary Fig. 5c Fig. 5a , row 4). The I63N mutation does not suppress the amino-acid starvation induced growth sensitivity observed with other eIF2B or 2B mutants tested ( Supplementary Fig. 5a ), or impair the ability of the kinase Gcn2 to phosphorylate eIF2 ( Supplementary Fig. 5b ). This demonstrates an allele-specific suppression of the eIF2B L381Q mutant phenotype by the eIF2-I63N mutation. The 2BL381 and 2I63 residues only 4 Å apart in our structure ( Supplementary Fig. 5c ). Although eIF2B also approaches the Ser52 loop and Gcn -alleles affect this subunit, our eIF2B density is weaker in this region and residues mutated previously do not make direct contact with eIF2.
To further test the idea that PKR and eIF2B compete for the same binding site on the surface of eIF2, we asked whether eIF2B could compete with PKR for access to eIF2 in an in vitro kinase assay. Phos-tag acrylamide gels separate eIF2 into phosphorylated and unphosphorylated forms according to the extent of eIF2 phosphorylation. We find that eIF2B can antagonise the ability of PKR to phosphorylate eIF2 within purified eIF2 in a concentration dependent manner (Fig. 4) . At low eIF2B concentrations PKR can phosphorylate eIF2 well (Fig. 4a , lanes 4-8 and Fig. 4b ), but as eIF2B and eIF2
concentrations approach the 1:2 eIF2B:eIF2 stoichiometry observed in our structure (500 nM eIF2B), or eIF2B is in excess (lanes 9-11) PKR action is antagonised. These data support the structural and prior genetic/biochemical findings and are fully consistent with the conclusion that eIF2B and PKR compete for an overlapping binding interface on eIF2.
Shared eIF2P/eIF2B and eIF2 PIC interfaces
Structures of the partial yeast PIC (PyPIC) have revealed interactions between eIF2, MettRNAi, mRNA and the ribosomal proteins uS1, uS7 and uS11 24 . Our comparative analysis indicates that many surface residues of eIF2 contribute to interactions between eIF2 and the core eIF2B subunits as well as to PIC components ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ). Specifically, the eIF2 KGYID sequence makes contacts with uS11 within the PIC as well as the previously noted eIF2B and PKR interactions. Similarly Met-tRNAi binding surface within the 48S PIC structure partially overlaps with the eIF2B binding surface. As overlapping surfaces of eIF2 contribute to interactions with multiple partners required for protein synthesis, this will place constraints on the range of regulatory alleles that can be identified in eIF2 by mutagenesis. For example, the arginine residues adjacent to S52 (R55 and R57)
project into the junction formed between the three eIF2B subunits enabling eIF2B,  and  to simultaneously contribute to eIF2P recognition (Fig 3b) . Regulatory Gcn -mutations
were not identified here 35 . This may be because these residues also make important contributions towards eIF2 interactions within the PIC that preclude identifying alleles with a Gcn -phenotype ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ).
The eIF2 binding surface formed by eIF2B is strongly negatively charged ( Fig.   3c ), while the interacting interface of eIF2P is oppositely charged (Fig. 3d ), suggesting that this provides a basis for strong binding and is in agreement with the salt sensitivity to their interaction 39 . Perhaps surprisingly, Ser52(P) of eIF2 does not contribute directly to the eIF2B binding interface. Instead Ser52(P) side chain remains surface exposed within the complex. Overall, our eIF2P/eIF2B structure provides insight into the molecular basis of the regulatory interface between these translation factors, one that is critical for the ISR. Our data is compatible with a model where eIF2 kinases and eIF2B compete for an overlapping interface on eIF2, while eIF2B extends the eIF2B interface, in line with previous genetics and biochemical findings 35 .
The structure of eIF2/eIF2B is almost identical to eIF2P/eIF2B
We used the approach described above to determine the structure of the non- Tables 1 and 3 ). The 3D map generated for this eIF2/eIF2B complex is remarkably similar to the eIF2P/eIF2B complex, with two eIF2 molecules bound one at each side of the eIF2B decamer, thereby facilitating model building and map refinements using our eIF2P/eIF2B structure as a reference, see online methods (Fig. 5a ).
The overall similarity of the two eIF2/eIF2B complexes is clear from an overlay of the two cryoEM maps (Compare Supplementary Fig. 6e and 6f ). When our eIF2B decamer atomic models are aligned in their entirely, with each treated as a single molecule, the RMSD is 0.8 Å. Similarly, when equivalent individual eIF2B subunits are aligned optimally, they have an RMSD of only 0.57-0.64 Å (apart from eIF2B which is 1.0 Å) over all C atoms matched (Supplementary Table 5 ). Hence the eIF2B subunit structural models are highly similar, with only very minor rearrangements.
When the Ser52 loop of eIF2 is examined, one clear local difference is loss of the density associated with the S52 phosphate. There is also some local rearrangement of the S52-containing regulatory loop in eIF2 (Fig. 5b) . Specifically, R53 is reoriented in the unphosphorylated complex. In addition, there are minor movements associated with R55
and R64, the latter moves away from S52. The density around R54 is weaker in eIF2/eIF2B than in the eIF2P/eIF2B complex structure suggesting that it may adopt more than one position. Here we have shown R54 in its original position, but it may reorient away from this position as there is weak density in several compatible positions for this side chain. Overall the weaker density in the S52 phospho-loop of the eIF2/eIF2B complex prevents us defining precisely the positions of the side chains. This likely points to enhanced flexibility of this region of eIF2 in the absence of the phosphate group. This interpretation is consistent with the observed 10-fold reduction in steady-state affinity between the proteins in the complex 3 .
Although highly surprising that there are only minor changes in conformations observed between the two complexes, these data do help explain recent observations.
Firstly, cross-linking experiments revealed no significant changes in sites of interaction between eIF2/eIF2B and eIF2P/eIF2B from S. pombe 17 . Secondly, we found previously that the affinity of eIF2 for eIF2B was not altered by the presence or absence of guanine nucleotides 3 . This finding was highly unexpected because GEFs typically favour interaction between GDP or nucleotide-free forms 40 . However, because nucleotides bind eIF2 41 and our structural data reveals that the dominant eIF2B interaction is with eIF2, this helps explain eIF2B's apparent lack of nucleotide specificity in steady-state conditions, as we were likely measuring eIF2/eIF2B interaction stability rather than the eIF2/eIF2B binding implicated in GDP-release.
Models for eIF2B GEF activity and Met-tRNAi binding
The eIF2B GEF domain was not resolved in both our high-resolution structures. However within the lower resolution half-particle reclassifications ( Fig. 2b-g ), we could Identify a lowresolution 3D map class with additional density into which both additional eIF2 and the eIF2B GEF atomic models could be rigid-body fitted ( Supplementary Fig. 7 ). Although the density is too weak for precise fitting, the 190 residue eIF2B GEF domain is composed of HEAT repeats and is at the carboxy terminus of eIF2B, joined via a likely highly-flexible ~100 residue linker sequence 22 . eIF2B GEF can contact both eIF2 and eIF2 [42] [43] [44] . Our docking model is consistent with these prior findings.
Based on our structures we have developed a scheme for GEF action and Met-tRNAi binding to eIF2/eIF2B (Fig 6, Supplementary movie 2) . Here eIF2 is anchored to eIF2B via the strong eIF2 interaction. This fits with previous ideas where eIF2 and eIF2B were suggested to bind initially in a 'phospho-sensing' binding mode 10, 20 . eIF2B GEF is depicted displacing eIF2 to engage with eIF2 and release GDP, enabling binding of GTP (Fig. 6 , top). Following nucleotide exchange for GTP, eIF2 binds Met-tRNAi to form the TC. We showed recently that eIF2B and Met-tRNAi each compete for eIF2, suggesting that a transient eIF2B/TC complex can form 3 . Remarkably and consistent with these findings, we are able to dock Met-tRNAi into the most 'open' conformation of the eIF2/eIF2B complex (Fig. 2g) , so that all contacts between the tRNAi and eIF2 and eIF2 domain 3 observed in prior structures are maintained. Only eIF2 domain 1 and 2 contacts with tRNAi are replaced with eIF2B contacts 24 . In this position the tRNAi anti-codon stem projects into a space between eIF2B and  at the catalytic arm (Fig. 6) . This modelling suggests a eIF2B/TC intermediate can form as predicted 3 . When combined together this sequence of events provides a simple model linking nucleotide exchange with TC formation ( Fig. 6; Supplementary Movie 2).
While the precise mechanism of how eIF2P inhibits GEF action is not yet resolved, one possibility consistent with the available data 3 is that tighter binding to eIF2B impairs GDP release from eIF2 and antagonises eIF2 TC release from eIF2B (grey arrows in Fig.   6 ) and thereby controls protein synthesis initiation.
Insight into viral translational control
Finally, our structures also provide further insight into the mechanism of action of the pox virus inhibitor of PKR, K3L. Pox viruses including variola and vaccinia express K3L proteins that antagonise the action of PKR, preventing PKR-promoted shut-down of protein synthesis in infected cells and thereby promoting virus production 45, 46 . K3L is a structural mimic of eIF2 domain 1 and shares the conserved KGYID sequence important for both K3L and eIF2 to interact with PKR 37,47 and, as shown above, for eIF2 to also bind eIF2B
( Supplementary Fig. 8a ). Fig. 8b ) that does not occur upon K3L/PKR docking 37 . In addition, the K3L structure does not make any direct interaction with eIF2B in this model. The surface electrostatic potential here also differs markedly between eIF2 and K3L ( Supplementary Fig. 8c ). Hence K3L proteins have evolved to specifically inhibit PKR kinase activity while permitting the eIF2/eIF2B
interactions required for productive protein synthesis and hence viral infection to occur. As there has been increased interest in targeting the eIF2/eIF2B regulatory axis of the ISR recently 14 , these observations may allow other novel inhibitors to be developed that exploit the differences between kinase and GEF binding to eIF2.
Methods
Methods, including statements of data availability and any associated accession codes and references, are available in the online version of the manuscript.
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Online Methods
Protein purification. eIF2 and eIF2B were purified as described previously using yeast strains specifically designed to express each complex at a higher level and that lack the yeast eIF2 kinase Gcn2 3, 20, 25 . Briefly, His6-eIF2 bears a hexahistidine tag at the GCD11 amino terminus and is expressed in strain GP3511 in YPD medium 49 . eIF2 was purified from cell extracts made from cell pellets ground under liquid nitrogen in a 6870 Freezer Mill (SPEX SamplePrep) by sequential nickel affinity (Qiagen), HiTrap Heparin and HiTrap Q sepharose columns (GE Healthcare). Flag-eIF2B expression strain GP5949 expresses all five eIF2B genes in high-copy plasmids and bears tandem Flag and a hexahistidine tag at the Cterminus of GCD1, while a similar strain GP7055 has the hexahistidine tag moved to the Cterminus of GCD6 25 . Flag-eIF2B was purified from both strains grown in selective SC-UraLeu medium 49 . Cells were lysed by grinding under liquid nitrogen in a 6870 Freezer Mill and eIF2B recovered using Flag-M2 affinity agarose (Sigma-Aldrich). Active Flag-PKR was purified from strain GP6065, as described for eIF2B, except following growth in ScGal-UraLeu medium 49 . Proteins were stored at -80°C.
eIF2/eIF2B complex formation and sample preparation for cryoEM. For eIF2 phosphorylation, purified PKR and eIF2 (0.08 µg PKR per 10 µg of eIF2) were mixed at room temperature in eIF2 storage buffer supplemented with 0.5 mM ATP, 10 mM MgCl2, and 5 mM NaF and incubated for 15 min. The extent of phosphorylation was monitored by SuperSep Phos-tag gel electrophoresis (Fujifilm, Japan) and immunoblotting with polyclonal antibodies to yeast eIF2, as described previously 3 . For complex formation a six-fold molar excess of eIF2P or eIF2 was added to freshly purified eIF2B (from 5949 for eIF2P/eIF2B complexes or GP7055 for eIF2/eIF2B complexes). Proteins were incubated on ice for 10 min and fractionated by size exclusion chromatography with multi-angle light scattering using a Superose 6 10/300 GL column (GE Healthcare) in Tris-LS buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM KCl, 1 mM Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine-HCl, pH 7.5) (Supplementary Fig. 1 ).
Protein fractions corresponding to eIF2P/eIF2B or eIF2/eIF2B complexes (~1 MDa) were pooled and concentrated using centrifugal concentrators (150 kDa MWCO). Protein concentration was measured using the Bradford assay (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA).
CryoEM sample preparation, data collection, and processing. For initial data collection, 3 µl of a 0.35 mg/ml eIF2P/eIF2B samples were loaded on to glow discharged 200 mesh Au Quantifoil R2/2 grids (Electron Microscopy Sciences), blotted for 2 s in FEI Vitrobot Mark III (at 21°C, 100% humidity), and plunge frozen in liquid ethane. Images were taken on a Titan Krios transmission electron microscope (FEI), operating at 300 kV voltage, equipped with K2 Summit direct electron detector (Gatan) and GIF Quantum energy filter (Gatan).
Images were collected using FEI EPU software at 37,313x magnification to give a pixel size on 1.34Å. Images were exposed for 6 s and fractionated into 40 frames, with a dose of 8-10 e -*px -1 *s -1 , yielding a total dose of ~30 e -/Å 2 . Frames in the images were aligned using dosefgpu driftcorr 50 and a weighted sum from frames 3-40 computed. Defocus parameters were estimated using CTFFIND4 51 . Images were processed using a standard workflow (particle picking, 2D classification and selection, 3D classification and refinement) in RELION 1.4 52 .
Processing revealed a strong angular preference of the particles and failed to produce a reasonable 3D reconstruction. Therefore, different sample preparation and data collection procedures were then used to improve the angular distribution of the particles. 3 µl 0.25 mg/ml eIF2P/eIF2B sample were loaded on a glow discharged 400 mesh Cu lacey carbon grid with 3 nm ultrathin carbon support film (Agar Scientific), blotted for 2 s in FEI Vitrobot Mark III (at 21°C, 100% humidity), and plunge frozen in liquid ethane. Images were taken on Titan Krios transmission electron microscope (FEI), operating at 300 kV voltage, equipped with K2 Summit direct electron detector (Gatan) and GIF Quantum energy filter (Gatan). Images were taken using 35° stage tilt at 37,313x magnification, yielding a pixel size of 1.34 Å. Data was collected using FEI EPU software. Images were exposed for 12 s and fractionated into 48 frames, with a dose of ~5 e -*px -1 *s -1 , yielding a total dose of ~40 e -/ Å 2 .
Movie frames (2-48) were aligned using Motioncor2 53 , dividing images in 5x5 patches and using dose weighting. Defocus parameters of the images were determined using GCTF v1.06 54 . Initially 2,494 particles were manually picked, 2D classified, and four best class average images were used as references to automatically pick 249,042 particles in Relion2 55 . Particle set was then manually cleaned by removing obvious false positives (carbon edge, contaminants) and picking any remaining particles, giving a set of 196,242
particles. GCTF v1.06 54 was then used to estimate defocus parameters on a per-particle basis. The set was cleaned by four cycles of 2D classification, where particles belonging 2D
classes showing high resolution features were selected and classified again. The cleaned dataset contained 47,236 particles. Initial processing of smaller in-house datasets showed a homogeneous density with a clear 2-fold symmetry in the centre of the structure with a weaker lateral densities, which did not follow the symmetry as closely. Initially C2 symmetry was used when focusing on the stable core of the structure. Particles were refined against a reference structure acquired by processing the smaller in-house dataset using ab-initio model building in cryoSPARC 56 and filtered to 60 Å. The set was then 3D classified to five classes without image alignment. One class with higher resolution features contained 42,622 particles, which gave a resolution of 4.33 Å after further refinement (using a mask covering the core of the structure).
To improve this further, movies from the first described dataset (200 mesh Au Quantifoil R2/2 grid, no stage tilt during collection) were realigned using Motioncorr2 53 , dividing images in 5x5 patches and using dose weighting. Defocus parameters were determined using GCTF v1.06 54 on a per-particle basis. Particles were re-extracted and 2D
classified. Particles in classes showing strongest density of eIF2P (based on initial model fitting to the preliminary 3D map) were selected and 50,000 best particles (based on MaxValueProbDistribution parameter in Relion2) from this set were added to the 42,622
particles from tilted-stage dataset. The combined particle set was refined and subsequently 3D classified into 4 classes with no image alignment. A single class containing 64,541
particles displayed high resolution features, and was refined further and gave an overall resolution for the core of the eIF2P/eIF2B molecule of 3.93 Å. Local resolution was determined using Resmap 57 , and indicated features in the core of the structure were resolved at resolutions up to 3.5 Å. The weaker lateral densities showed local resolution in the range of 8-15 Å (Supplementary Fig. 2g ).
Attempts to use classification with no symmetry and various masks to sort and improve the definition and resolution of the variable domains at the sides were not successful and no relationship between domain movements on the two sides could be identified. Therefore variable domains on each side were analysed independently, using a Localised Reconstruction 58 script to extract and align two particles (representing two sides of the molecule) from each of the particles in the original set. The new particle set was then subjected to 3D classification with no image alignments.
For unphosphorylated eIF2/eIF2B structure determination eIF2/eIF2B samples (0.28 mg/ml) were prepared as described above using glow discharged 400 mesh Cu lacey carbon grids with 3 nm ultrathin carbon support film (Agar Scientific), blotted for 1 s in FEI Vitrobot Mark IV (at 21°C, 100% humidity), and plunge frozen in liquid ethane. Data collection, and processing was very similar to as described for the tilted eIF2P/eIF2B dataset, except that the initial model was determined using the Relion2.1 initial model program 55 .
Images were collected with a defocus target range of 1 to 3 um, using FEI EPU software at 37,313x magnification to give a pixel size on 1.34 Å. Images were exposed for 14 s and fractionated into 40, 60 or 100 frames, with a dose of ~5 e -*px -1 *s -1 , yielding a total dose of ~34 e -/ Å 2 . Frames in the images were aligned using MotionCor2 dividing images in 5x5 patches and using dose weighting. Weighted sums from all frames except the first 2, were computed. GCTF was used to determine the CTF parameters, per micrograph initially, and later refined on a per particle basis.
In Relion 2.1 55 , 2024 images were selected for particle picking. Initially, 3090 particles were manually picked. These were classified into 20 2D classes. The best 8 classes (containing 2162 particles) were selected and used as references for automated particle selection. Particles on the lacey carbon, not in holes, were manually deleted in Relion, before extraction and further iterative cleaning by 2D classification, resulting in an initial set of 114390 particles.
An initial model was determined using Relion2.1, applying 2-fold symmetry. After three further rounds of 2D classification a set of 46064 was obtained, and 3D classified into four 3D models (initial model filtered to 60 Å, no masks applied, reconstruction radius 320 Å, 2-fold symmetry applied). One class containing 23274 particles had significantly higher resolution features, and the corresponding particle set and model were subject to automated 3D refinement, using a mask defining the core of the molecule, as before for the eIF2P/eIF2B structure. The final 3D map was refined to an overall resolution of 4.6 Å. Local resolution analysis 59 indicates a higher resolution of 4.1 Å in the central core region, while the resolution of the map at the periphery (containing the flexible eIF2 arm features) is ~11-15 Å (Supplementary Fig. 6c ).
Atomic model building and refinement. To build atomic model of eIF2B into the core of the eIF2P/eIF2B structure, a homology model of S. cerevisiae eIF2B was made using Modeller 60 and the crystal structure of S. pombe (PDB ID 5B04) as a reference 17 . Subunits of the homology model were then individually fitted into the eIF2P/eIF2B map using UCSF Chimera 61 . The eIF2P/eIF2B map did not show any density for the β-helical domains of eIF2Bγ subunit (residues 416-578), therefore these were deleted from the homology model.
In addition to the eIF2B subunits, our core map had density for domains 1 and 2 of eIF2α.
For model building, eIF2α from a cryoEM structure of 48S preinitiation complex (PDB ID 3JAP, residues 3-174) 24 was fitted into our map using UCSF Chimera 61 .
The eIF2P/eIF2B atomic model was then refined in Phenix.real_space_refine 62 using global minimization, simulated annealing, B-factor refinement, and noncrystallographic symmetry (NCS) restraints. The model was then manually adjusted in COOT 63 and refined (parameters as above) several times. Final model statistics were generated using MolProbity 64 .
For eIF2/eIF2B modelling, the atomic model of the eIF2P/eIF2B core [eIF2B with eIF2α (3-174)] was rigid-body fitted to the map of eIF2/eIF2B in UCSF ChimeraPhenix.real_space_refine 62 using global minimisation, B-factor refinement, and NCS restraints, and manually adjusted in COOT 63 . After several cycles of refinement and manual adjustment, final model statistics were generated using MolProbity 64 .
The weak lateral densities were assigned to eIF2 and by fit eIF2 subunit atomic models ( 182-265, β 127-143 and  98-519) from a cryoEM structure of the partial yeast 48S preinitiation complex (PDB ID 3JAP) 24 .These were fitted as rigid-bodies into the eIF2P/eIF2B and eIF2/eIF2B maps (Fourier filtered to 15 Å resolution) using UCSF Chimera 61 .
Coordinate and map comparisons. Fourier shell correlations (FSCs) were calculated using the gold-standard method 65 Atomic model building and fitting were done into the final postprocessed maps produced in Relion. The program Locscale 59 , as implemented in the ccpem-suite 66 , was used to rescale the maps so that the density of the weaker and poorer resolution peripheral features were of comparable strength when visualized. When making visual comparisons of the two maps (e.g. Fig S6) , the scaling and resolution of the higher resolution eIF2P/eIF2B map was matched to the lower resolution one, using the program 3Dradamp to modify the reciprocal space 3D radially averaged amplitude profile of the one structure to the other, as before 67 . This procedure makes map features directly comparable, and unrelated to resolution or amplitude profile differences. Alignment of atomic structure coordinates and RMSD calculations were done with the program Gesamt, part of the ccp4 suite 68 using default High model parameters. Values reported are either pairwise comparisons of aligned and matched Ca atoms, or the RMSD compared to a consensus structure produced from a simultaneous multi structure optimal alignment.
Yeast suppressor genetic analysis. To identify mutants in eIF2 that suppress the 3-Amino-1,2,4-triazole sensitive (3AT S ) phenotype of a gcd2-E381Q strain, a plasmid encoding SUI2 (yeast eIF2) was randomly mutated using XL1-Red mutator strain of E. coli Tables 1-5 Supplementary Figures 1-8 and associated legends. Views of a 3D map from a particle class obtained when halves of the particles were independently classified using a localized reconstruction script described in the methods. Model coordinates from PDB files 3JAP and 1PAQ were fitted in the EM density for eIF2 and eIF2B GEF domain, respectively.
Supplementary
Supplementary Fig. 8 Structural specificity of viral K3L for PKR over eIF2B.
a, Alignment of K3L and eIF2 sequences. sequence variation in K3L residues highlighted grey.
Residues colored red clash with eIF2B. eIF2 residues colored by eIF2B interacting partner. K3L
surface residues juxtaposed mainly to eIF2B have distinct properties (red box) while 'KGYID' centered surface is conserved (green box). b, Superposition of K3L (PDB:1LUZ; pink) on eIF2/eIF2B structure reveals clashes between K3L (red) and eIF2B residues (black) that would prevent K3L binding and inhibiting eIF2B. c, eIF2 surface potential at eIF2B interface (viewed from direction of arrow in b), with eIF2B interaction zones indicated and below the equivalent K3L
surface.
